MAIL QSC

1 From: ASE-USA  Tue 3-Feb-87 14:07  revised astro article solicitation
2 From: ASE-USA  Tue 3-Feb-87 14:11  Reply to: ACTION ITEM LIST/JOURNAL OF SPACE
3 From: T.WANG  Tue 3-Feb-87 15:55  REPLY TO ADDITIONAL MOTION, INFO, & PROPOSAL
4 From: ASE-USA  Tue 3-Feb-87 16:14  clarification??
5 From: T.WANG  Tue 3-Feb-87 22:25  REPLY TO B. LICHTENBERG
6 From: B.LICHTENBERG  Wed 4-Feb-87 9:36  Reply to: REPLY TO B. LICHTENBERG
7 From: B.LICHTENBERG  Wed 4-Feb-87 9:37  Reply to: REPLY TO B. LICHTENBERG
8 From: R.SCHWEICKART  Wed 4-Feb-87 11:21  INTRODUCING HARLAN CLEVELAND/LINDBERG

Read or Scan: MAIL R NOMORE HARDCO

To: E.MITCHELL  (TCN422)
    To: R.SCHWEICKART  (TCN443)
    Cc: K.KELLEY  (TCN417)

From: ASE-USA  (TCN423) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 14:07 EST Sys 141 (48)

Subject: revised astro article solicitation

Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-12705111

Here is the latest version. Let me know asap what you think. Thanks.

==========

February 10, 1986

Dear &salutation&,

After a successful 2nd Congress in Budapest last October, the Association of Space Explorers is forging ahead with several projects, of which you have recently been reminded of one, the book of Earth photographs and space flier quotations. Our editor Kevin Kelley is making great headway on this project, and we expect the book to be beautiful reflection of the fruits of cooperation between astronauts and cosmonauts.

I am writing you today to briefly inform you about a second publication that the ASE has embarked upon, a book of short (1500 word) essays by space fliers describing their impressions of space flight. This project is being headed up by Soviet Cosmonaut Oleg Makarov, who is responsible for gathering and assembling the materials for publication. The book will be published simultaneously in English and in Russian, and subsequent editions will appear in other languages as well.

Makarov will soon be writing a letter to you inviting you to contribute to this volume. He hopes to include one mug shot and one favorite space photograph of each contributor. In his letter he will explain in greater detail what the ASE hopes to achieve with the book and provide general guidelines for essays.

We are excited about the opportunity this book will provide for space fliers from a wide range of backgrounds and cultures to share their space experiences with those who are interested in learning about them. With participation by a broad cross section of fliers this book will be historic in both its international scope and in the cooperative effort that goes into its publication. Such participation will underscore the idea
that space is for people of all nations. I urge you to join with us on this project.

Best wishes,

Ed
Rusty
Byron

Disposition: D

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 14:11 EST Sys 141 (3)
Subject: Reply to: ACTION ITEM LIST/JOURNAL OF SPACE LAW
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-127770392
In Reply To: IPM-141-870203-126620309

Thanks. In case anybody asks you for engraving purposes, Rodolfo
spells his name R O D O L F O...

Disposition: D

To: L.ACTON (TCN409)
To: E.ACTON (TCN413)
To: J.BARTOE (TCN418)
To: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)
To: ASE-USA (TCN423)
To: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424)
To: T.WANG (TCN425)
To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: T.WANG (TCN425) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 15:55 EST Sys 141 (5)
Subject: REPLY TO ADDITIONAL MOTION, INFO, & PROPOSAL TO ADJOURN
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-143341125

For item (1): I vote for the motion to proceed with the incorporation
of ASE.

Taylor

Disposition: D

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 16:14 EST Sys 141 (12)
Subject: clarification??
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-146130843

Rusty -
Looking over the action list, I recall that you told me that we arrived at the
composition of category two by adding the return postcards marked keep informed
to everybody who did not respond, given that the non-responders were told that
they might be contacted if they did not tell us not to. Well, as I suspected,
our cards did not mention this latter, i.e., that we would feel free to contact
them if they did not respond. So, I think we should go ahead and feel free to
send our and Oleg's letter to these non-responders anyway, given that they did
not specifically inform us NOT to contact them.

I kind of like this message...
Disposition: D

To: L.ACTON (TCN409)  
To: E.ACTON (TCN413)  
To: J.BARTOE (TCN418)  
To: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)  
To: ASE-USA (TCN423)  
To: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424)  
To: T.WANG (TCN425)  
To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)  
From: T.WANG (TCN425)  
Delivered: Tue 3-Feb-87 22:25 EST Sys 141 (12)  
Subject: REPLY TO B. LICHTENBERG  
Mail Id: IPM-141-870203-201821071

Byron,

I just tried to send this directly to you (B.LICHTENBERG) and the system wouldn't locate you. I tried it several times and it would not allow me to send it to you. Is there some specified way your name is listed other than B.LICHTENBERG?  

Regarding the Speaking Tour: I will be very happy to participate as far as my schedule permits. Do you have specific dates yet?  

Taylor

Disposition: D

To: T.WANG (TCN425)  
Cc: L.ACTON (TCN409)  
Cc: E.ACTON (TCN413)  
Cc: J.BARTOE (TCN418)  
Cc: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)  
Cc: ASE-USA (TCN423)  
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)  
From: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424)  
Delivered: Wed 4-Feb-87 9:36 EST Sys 141 (2)  
Subject: Reply to: REPLY TO B. LICHTENBERG  
Mail Id: IPM-141-870204-086410104  
In Reply To: IPM-141-870203-201821071

Taylor, my name is listed as byronlok or iblichtenberg (no periods). the speaking top/

Disposition: D

To: T.WANG (TCN425)  
Cc: L.ACTON (TCN409)  
Cc: E.ACTON (TCN413)  
Cc: J.BARTOE (TCN418)  
Cc: E.MITCHELL (TCN422)  
Cc: ASE-USA (TCN423)  
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)  
From: B.LICHTENBERG (TCN424)  
Delivered: Wed 4-Feb-87 9:37 EST Sys 141 (4)  
Subject: Reply to: REPLY TO B. LICHTENBERG  
Mail Id: IPM-141-870204-086690036  
In Reply To: IPM-141-870203-201821071

Taylor, my name is listed on tcn as byronl or blichtenberg (tcn424)
no periods in the name. I'm also on NASA telemail as blichtenberg. the speaking tour is the week of april 44-11 but no firm dates or places yet. Ted will keep us posted. Byron.

Disposition: D

To: E.MITCHELL  (TCN422)
Cc: R.SCHWEICKART  (TCN443)
Cc: H.CLEVELAND  (TCN651)
From: R.SCHWEICKART  (TCN443) Delivered: Wed 4-Feb-87 11:21 EST Sys 141 (31)
Subject: INTRODUCING HARLAN CLEVELAND/LINDBERGH
Mail Id: IPM-141-870204-102221288


Thanks for the address... I forwarded the info on to WBSI. Just when, by the way, will you be back in Palm Beach?

Additionally I want to introduce Harlan Cleveland to you. Harlan (who is TCN651 and copied on this message) is a longtime computer conferencing U.

Minn, and comes with a long list of other impressive credentials, including Univ pres, NATO ambassador, Underscty (I think) of State, etc.

He is also the annual organizer of the substantive symposium which was started about three years ago which is connected with the Lindbergh Dinner. The Lindbergh bash is taking place in Paris this year, the 60th anniversary of the flight, and Harlan is organizing the symposium around the concept of "The Governance of the Commons: Oceans and Space"... or something approximating that.

Since I am helping Harlan to organize the space end of this affair I mentioned your name to him and some of the implications of the (non-SDI) book you are writing... re the necessity of a new perspective on reality.

Harlan is hereby introduced to you and I will leave it up to him to correct the variety of errors I have made herein and to properly introduce you to the event. So be it (it's all yours Harlan!)

By the way Ed, Harlan is also a good friend of Walt Roberts' and is staying attuned to our US/USSR teleconferencing project. He is also leading several online discussions with/for WBSI.

Rusty

Disposition: D

End of Mail.